
 

 
 

Peace and Emergency Action Coalition for Earth, P.E.A.C.E. Inc. 

 

                                                                              The President of Russia 

                                                              Vladimir Vladimirovich PUTIN 
 

Dear Mr. President Putin, 
 

I am a citizen of the United States of America Carol Sue Rosin and I appeal to You, as the most 

wise world leader on our planet, with a sincere wish to meet personally with You at least for a 

few of Your precious minutes, between November 30 and December 7.   

 

The purpose of the meeting is to express an action about the crucial issue and problem of the 

preservation of humanity on planet Earth in Space, and to discuss a specific way to solve it, 

which is possible only under Your guidance. 

 

We are talking about the acceptance for Your consideration of an updated version of an 

international Treaty (the Charter) on the inadmissibility of placement of weapons in Outer 

Space.  This version is designed not only with a group of my distinguished expert colleagues and 

not only in memory of my mentor Dr. Wernher von Braun, who 40 years ago foresaw the current 

developments – the attempts of the monopoly of the military complex to use outer space for 

selfish purposes. 

 

I come to you with urgency and the greatest importance of the signing of this Treaty Agreement 

(the Charter) due to the fact that intelligent forces in Space will not allow you to outside the 

planet with the debris of modern civilization in the form of malicious "material" objects and 

radiation, and in the form of weapons and dirty energy and information components based on 

aggression, greed, cruelty, hatred, self-centeredness, etc., that reasonable forces can stop. 

 

I know that the country which first approves and calls for the immediate  signing of the Treaty 

on the Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in Outer Space receives the full support of Space. 

And I want that country, first in space, to be Russia! 

 

Only You, dear Vladimir Vladimirovich, can start and lead the global company, the global 

movement for the exclusively peaceful Space, and only You can become a true peacekeeping and 

revered leader of the entire planet Earth. 

 

Thank You for your attention and for the fact that under Your leadership Russia has created an 

environment that allowed me to find new beautiful and smart friends who share my views and 

help in my mission! 

 

Respectfully yours, 

 

Dr. Carol Sue Rosin 

Founder, President, Institute for Security and Cooperation in Outer Space 

Executive Director, Peace and Emergency Action Coalition for Earth 

 
351 Morton Street, Ashland, Oregon, 97520 USA;  spacetreaty@gmail.com 


